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After the invention of lasers, in the past 50 years progress made in laser-based display technology has
been very promising, with commercial products awaiting release to the mass market. Compact laser sys-
tems, such as edge-emitting diodes, vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers, and optically pumped semi-
conductor lasers, are suitable candidates for laser-based displays. Laser speckle is an important concern,
as it degrades image quality. Typically, one or multiple speckle reduction techniques are employed in
laser displays to reduce speckle contrast. Likewise, laser safety issues need to be carefully evaluated
in designing laser displays under different usage scenarios. Laser beam shaping using refractive and
diffractive components is an integral part of laser displays, and the requirements depend on the source
specifications, modulation technique, and the scanning method being employed in the display. A variety
of laser-based displays have been reported, and many products such as pico projectors and laser televi-
sions are commercially available already. © 2010 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 030.6140, 080.2175, 120.2040, 140.2010, 140.3298, 140.3300.

1. Introduction

Laser-based displays have been under active devel-
opment over the past 50 years, but commercial via-
bility of the technology was limited mainly due to the
large size and high cost of laser sources. Recent de-
velopments in visible laser technology are expected
to give momentum to the development of laser-based
displays for the consumer market. Earlier laser
projectors were inspired by the beam-scanning tech-
nology used in cathode ray tubes. The quest for
miniaturization and high efficiency replaced the
modulators and scanning technologies in these type
of projectors with directly modulatable laser sources
and scanning mirrors based on micro-electro-
mechanical systems (MEMS) technology, respec-
tively. Although diode laser technology could produce
powerful blue and red lasers based on gallium nitride
(GaN) and aluminum indium gallium phosphide
(AlInGaP), respectively, a direct emitting green laser
diode was not available until recently. Nichia Cor-
poration and Osram Opto Semiconductors demon-
strated 515nm direct emitting laser diodes based

on indium gallium nitride (InGaN), which is
expected to replace less-efficient frequency doubled
green lasers. One of the laser-based displays
available on the market is “LaserVue,” a laser rear-
projection television from Mitsubishi. Other compa-
nies, such as Microvision, Alcatel-Lucent, Light Blue
Optics (LBO), and Explay, are also developing their
own laser display architectures for the mass market.
Requirements on the source largely depend on the
display architecture. For compact laser projectors
for mobile devices, wall plug efficiency of the laser
source is an important consideration. Although a
laser-based display can offer a wide color gamut com-
pared with other display technologies, it also comes
with a problem specific to laser light, the speckle,
which results from the coherence of laser light.

This review is on display technologies with lasers
as light sources but excludes laser shows, which dis-
play only a low amount of information. Section 2
deals with different laser technologies available and
considers the advantages and disadvantages of each
technology as well as discusses potential technolo-
gies. Sections on display white balancing (Section
3) and laser safety (Section 4) are included before
the discussion on speckle in Section 5. In Section
6, different beam-shaping techniques are discussed,
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and, finally, in Section 7, laser-based display systems
are reviewed.

2. Lasers and Requirements for Displays

Even though the idea of using lasers for displays was
proposed in the 1960s [1], it is the availability of la-
sers emitting red, green, and blue colors that trig-
gered the recent development of portable laser
projectors. An immediate advantage of using spec-
trally pure laser light for displays is the wide color
gamut it can produce. Although gas lasers are avail-
able with a wide range of wavelengths, being bulky
and less efficient makes them unsuitable for the
mass production display market. Moreover, they re-
quire external modulators, which increase the cost
and complexity of the system. An example system
is the laser projector reported by Kim et al., which
used a Kr–Ar laser system with beam scanning
[2]. Requirements of the laser source depend on
the architecture of the display. For a flat panel back-
lit display, the laser beamM2 parameter can be a few
hundred times larger than that of a diffraction lim-
ited beam [3]. Display systems based on the flying
spot approach are considered to be more suitable
for mobile devices [4]. Such an approach requires
that the laser beam be collimated while maintaining
the small beam size, which places restrictions on the
selection of the source. As a TEM00 laser beam can be
considered as a true point source, such a beam is the
ideal choice of the designer in this case. It is claimed
that a fast moving spot can be perceived about 30%
smaller compared to a static spot, thereby increasing
the line resolution [5]. In the following sections, the
state of the art in laser systems, such as edge-emit-
ting laser diodes, diode-pumped solid-state lasers,
vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs),
and optically pumped semiconductor lasers (OPSLs),
is reviewed.

A. Edge-Emitting Laser Diodes

In 1962, the first semiconductor laser based on GaAs
was invented independently by Hall et al., Nathan et
al., and Quist et al. [6–8]. These devices required
cryogenic temperatures, and they were operated in
the pulsed mode. Continuous wave (CW) operation
at room temperature was later demonstrated by
Alferov et al. and Hayashi et al.with a heterojunction
approach, which gave rise to an efficient confinement
of carriers and photons to the active region of the de-
vice [9,10]. Later, the introduction of fiber optic com-
munication systems proved that the invention of the
semiconductor laser was one of the revolutionary
steps in the history of lasers.

Semiconductor diodes emitting in the visible re-
gion are made of GaInN/GaN and AlGaInP/GaAs
[11]. Direct emission green lasers were not available,
but recently Nichia Corporation reported devices
based on InGaN, which emits at 515nm. Osram, In-
corporated, also reported their InGaN-based 50mW
green laser which operates at 515nm. LaserVue, the
recent laser television product from Mitsubishi, uses

red and blue edge-emitting diodes based on modified
AlGaInP and GaN material systems [12]. The struc-
ture of an edge-emitting diode laser is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 1.

Despite having the advantage of being directly
modulatable, the output wavelength of this type of
lasers can vary with the junction temperature, which
will in turn adversely affect the color balance of the
display, if left uncontrolled. For a red laser diode, the
deviations from the specified wavelength should be
less than 0:5nm, whereas power variations should
be kept below 0.7%. Temperature stabilization can
be done with the help of thermoelectric cooling de-
vices [13]. Other disadvantages of lasers with this
architecture are the limited output power and the
highly astigmatic beam. In order to obtain high
power, an array of diodes is often used. Although
higher power can be obtained from such an array,
the fill factor is much less compared to single emit-
ters, and special techniques are required for produ-
cing uniform illumination and for fiber coupling [14].
Also, because of the mismatch in the coefficient of
thermal expansion of different layers of a diode laser
array and that between the laser bar and its heat
sink, the individual emitters may not appear on a
line while in operation. This artifact is called the
“smile” and produces a nonlinear array of emitters,
which makes beam shaping and fiber coupling a dif-
ficult task [15]. In order to correct wavefront errors
caused by defocus, aberrations, and misalignment of
the source and lens, corrector phase plates can be
used [16]. More about beam shaping is discussed
in Section 6. Despite having these drawbacks, using
an array of emitters has the advantage of reduced
speckle contrast in the display by a factor of 1=

ffiffiffiffiffi
M

p
,

where M is the number of uncorrelated speckle pat-
terns generated by the emitters [17]. The speckle is-
sue is discussed in Section 5. The article by Endriz
et al. describes different high-power laser arrays
and the operating parameters in detail [18].

Fig. 1. (Color online) Structure of an edge-emitting diode laser
and its output intensity distribution (taken from Ref. [168]).
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B. Diode-Pumped Solid-State Lasers

Diode-pumped lasers are capable of generating watts
of optical power at the primary wavelengths of
interest through nonlinear frequency conversion pro-
cesses. The red-green-blue (RGB) laser system re-
ported by Hollemann et al. used such an approach
to produce an RGB combined optical power of 18W
[19]. Another system by Nebel and Wallenstein de-
monstrated the generation of laser light with output
powers of up to 7:1Wat 629nm, 6:9Wat 532nm, and
5:0W at 446nm. The white output power was 19W,
produced with 110W of optical pumping with diode
lasers [20]. But these kinds of systems are costly and
require complicated optical setups for the frequency
conversion processes. As there was no direct emitting
green semiconductor lasers, most of the display pro-
ducts use the frequency doubling of infrared light for
producing green. The Corning Green Laser G-1000
module uses a distributed Bragg reflector laser oper-
ating at 1060nm [21] followed by frequency doubling
in a periodically poled lithium niobate waveguide
[22]. Figure 2 illustrates the operation of this laser
unit. The entire unit can be enclosed in a volume
of 0:69 cc. The small form factor and high optical
power output make this laser suitable for small
projectors.

The green light source in Mitsubishi’s laser televi-
sion is a 15 emitter array of lasers emitting frequency
doubled 532nm light. In the air-cooled version, this
module, with a volume of 5 cc, could generate ≈3:8W
of green light [12]. There are many reports in the lit-
erature that demonstrate generation of the primary
colors based on nonlinear optical frequency conver-
sion processes [23,24]. Recently an RGB laser source
was demonstrated based on frequency conversion in
a single lithium tantalate crystal [14]. The Evans &
Sutherland Laser Projector (ESLP) uses laser sys-
tems that employ a nonlinear frequency conversion
processes to produce the primaries at 631, 532,
and 448nm [25].

C. Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers

Display applications sometimes require high output
optical power and good beam quality, but conven-
tional semiconductors are unable to meet both needs
at the same time. VCSELs use a surface-emitting
structure, in contrast to the edge-emitting conven-
tional diodes, giving better beam quality. The first
of this type of diodes was introduced by Soda et al.
in 1979 [26]. The beam is circular, but here also,
the output power is limited and stacking of diodes
is necessary to produce high optical powers. Figure
3 shows the typical architecture of surface-emitting
laser diodes. An advantage of VCSELs is that, unlike

edge-emitters, they can be fabricated as monolithic
arrays, eliminating the need for single high-powered
lasers and allowing for parallelism in drawing the
image [27].

Firecomms, Limited, produce low-power (≈1mW)
red VCSELs with an AlGaInP active region, which
emit in the 650–690nm region [28]. But the use of
this wavelength region is not preferred for displays,
as the human eye is less responsive here, requiring
higher optical power from the red for effective white
balancing of the display. More about color balancing
is discussed in Section 3.

Necsel demonstrated high-power RGB laser arrays
of extended cavity surface-emitting lasers. This spe-
cial laser structure called the Novalux Extended
Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser (NECSEL) uses in-
tracavity frequency doubling of infrared light from
VCSELs with an InGaAs active region to produce
visible light at 615, 532, and 465nm [29]. Each single
emitter of the array could generate a power of more
than 100mW. One of the advantages is that,
although the efficiency can vary, the output wave-
length of this laser system is not temperature sensi-
tive, as a volume Bragg grating is used as the output
coupler. Figure 4 shows the RGB units of these la-
sers. The green and blue units generate 3W, while
the red unit emits more than 4W.

D. Optically Pumped Semiconductor Lasers

This class of lasers is said to deliver high optical
power with good beam quality. In contrast to
VCSELs, where electrical current is used for trigger-
ing and maintaining lasing, here optical pumping is
used to trigger and maintain it. A small drawback is
that the external cavity of this type of laser requires
alignment. But the high power and good beam qual-
ity make them attractive for display applications.

Fig. 2. Operation of the G-1000 laser from Corning. Taken from
Ref. [22], Copyright 2008 Society for Information Display.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Structure of a VCSEL and its output
intensity distribution. Taken from Ref. [168].
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Figure 5 shows the structure of an OPSL employing
the side-pumping scheme.

The importance of this technology is the possibility
of producing high power with good beam quality and
the proposed scalability [30]. More than 8W of opti-
cal power was produced at 1000nm with an M2 value
of <1:8 by Lutgen et al. [31]. Kim et al. demonstrated
2:7W green and 1:4W blue lasers with good beam
quality using an end-pumping scheme in order to im-
prove pumping efficiency [32]. The Genesis series of
high-power lasers from Coherent, Incorporated, uses
the OPSL technology to produce wavelengths at 639,
532, 577, 480, and 460nm with power levels ranging
from 500 to 8000 mW. Osram employed optical
pumping to produce efficient and compact green la-
sers with powers up to 50mW [33]. They also built
red-greenminimodules of these lasers, which demon-
strates the scalability of the technology [34]. The
electrical-to-optical power conversion efficiency was

10%–20% with power outputs of 50–100mW for
green and 150–300mW for red. A review of this class
of lasers, which are also called semiconductor disk
lasers, may be found in Refs. [35,36].

3. White Balancing and Throughput Evaluation

Attempts to understand the science of color dates
back to the time of Isaac Newton, who successfully
dispersed and recombined white light with the help
of prisms [37]. An important advantage of laser-
based displays is the wide range of colors they can
offer to the viewer. No other display type is capable
of producing the color gamut offered by a laser dis-
play with three primaries, which can be more than
80% of the total range of colors perceivable by
humans [38,39]. The cone photoreceptors of the
eye, responsible for bright light viewing conditions
(photopic vision), are mainly sensitive to the red,
green, and blue regions of the visible spectrum
[40,41]. Selecting the wavelengths of the primaries
for additive mixing and the required optical powers
depends on the response of the human visual system
at the respective wavelengths.

A preliminary set of color matching functions,
which form the basis of colorimetry, were derived
from the color matching experiments byW. D.Wright
and J. Guild. Later in 1931, Commission Internatio-
nale de l’Éclairage (CIE) derived a set of new color
matching functions ð�x; �y;�zÞ from the original experi-
mental results in order to avoid negative values of
the coordinates [41]. The procedures adopted were
also discussed in the literature [42]. The CIE1931
XYZ color matching functions are shown in Fig. 6,
which are calculated from the original experimental
values.

The chromaticity diagram with the color coordi-
nates or the chromaticity coordinates, which depend
only on the hue and saturation, is shown in Fig. 7.
The monochromatic wavelengths are located at the
outer border of the chromaticity diagram. The

Fig. 4. (Color online) NECSEL arrays in operation. Photo
courtesy of Necsel Intellectual Property, Incorporated

Fig. 5. (Color online) Schematic of an OPSL, reproduced with
permission from Ref. [30].

Fig. 6. 1931 CIE XYZ color matching functions of the standard
observer.
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diagram represents the color gamut of the human
visual system.

For displays, relative luminance of the primaries
are decided based on the display white point. ITU-
R BT.709 designated coordinates of the white point
are (0.3127,0.3291). It is possible to determine the re-
lative optical powers required for this white point if
the color coordinates of the primaries are known [43].
Alternatively, the required optical power of three pri-
maries with specified wavelengths R ðλ1Þ,G ðλ2Þ, and
B ðλ3Þ for a specified color temperature can be eval-
uated if the tristimulus values X and Z are known (Y
is normalized to 100). The following matrix operation
can be performed to evaluate the required optical
power:

�xðλ1Þ �xðλ2Þ �xðλ3Þ
�yðλ1Þ �yðλ2Þ �yðλ3Þ
�zðλ1Þ �zðλ2Þ �zðλ3Þ

2
4

3
5
−1 X

Y
Z

2
4

3
5 ¼ k

Pðλ1Þ
Pðλ3Þ
Pðλ3Þ

2
4

3
5: ð1Þ

For example, for a color temperature of 6500K
(daylight), denoted as D65, the XYZ coordinates
are X ¼ 95:017, Y ¼ 100:000, and Z ¼ 108:813. If
one tries to obtain 6500K white light from three la-
ser wavelengths, the optical power ratio depends on
the wavelengths chosen. As shown in Table 1, as the
red wavelength approaches 700nm, the power re-
quired from red goes up.

A display system produced with these wavelengths
will be able to reproduce the colors enclosed in the
triangular region obtained by connecting these pri-
mary wavelengths in the chromaticity diagram. It
can be immediately seen that displays with three pri-
maries are unable to reproduce all colors perceivable

by the human visual system. Instead of using three
primary wavelengths, one can use four or more pri-
mary wavelengths for an enhanced color gamut at
the expense of increased design complexity and cost.
The methods for achieving a desired white point in
these multiprimary displays are well described in
the literature [43–47].

The lumen output of the projector is directly re-
lated to the power output from the light source.
Power budgeting of the display can be done if the
transmittance of the optical components at the re-
spective wavelengths are known. But a complete
and accurate estimation of the brightness require
a model that takes into account the étendue of the
components and the light source [48]. The étendue
of a source is a function of the emitting area of the
source orthogonal to the axis of propagation of light
and the solid angle subtended by the cone of light at
that point. This is an invariant quantity and is often
expressed as the optical invariant or the Lagrange
invariant. As lasers are sources with the lowest éten-
due, optical systems made with them are more likely
to be not étendue limited. The étendue limitation
comes mainly from the modulators and components
with low étendue, such as apertures or stops in the
optical train [49]. Another important parameter is
the contrast of the display, which can also be modeled
by taking into consideration factors such as diffrac-
tion, scattered light, and ghost images [50]. Other
parameters, such as the modulation transfer func-
tion and resolution of laser scanning systems, have
also been discussed in the literature [51].

4. Laser Safety

Laser radiation falls in the category of nonionizing
radiation, unlike x rays and gamma rays. Although
there are other risks, such as chemical, electrical,
and other secondary hazards associated with a laser
unit, the mostly discussed risks are eye and skin
hazards caused by laser radiation. A laser with suf-
ficient optical power can cause corneal and retinal
burns or cataracts, depending on the level of expo-
sure. Skin burns are also likely at high powers with
the possibility of skin carcinogenesis, if the exposure
is at certain ultraviolet wavelengths [52]. In laser-
based displays, only wavelengths in the range from
400 to 700nm are used. But there may be spurious
emission of infrared or ultraviolet if the technology
used for the generation of the primaries utilize non-
linear optical processes, such as second harmonic
generation or sum/difference frequency generation.

Fig. 7. (Color online) 1931 CIE xyY chromaticity diagram.
The color gamut possible with CRT, LCD, LED, and laser-based
displays is shown.

Table 1. Laser Optical Power Ratio for 6500 K at Some
Representative Laser Wavelengths (in nm)

Red Green Blue Power Ratio (R:G:B)

633 532 465 1:0:73:0:64
635 532 465 1:0:68:0:60
640 532 442 1:0:66:0:46
650 532 442 1:0:42:0:29
670 532 442 1:0:13:0:09
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But these can be effectively removed with appropri-
ate filters.

As can be seen in Fig. 8, the biological matter that
precedes the retina has good transmission in the
400–1400nm spectral region. This range of wave-
lengths is called the retinal hazard region [53], as it
will reach the retina with an irradiance that is 105

times greater than the corneal irradiance owing to
the focusing action of the lens [52]. All other wave-
lengths are absorbed at the exterior parts of the eye,
such as the cornea and the lens, with possible da-
mage to these parts if the optical power is high. Near
the blue end of the spectrum, retinal damages are
photochemical in nature, while at the red end, ther-
mal damage dominates. It was pointed out that not
all alleged “laser eye injuries” are laser injuries;
some of them could even be self-inflicted [54,55].

Based on the wavelength and optical power of
emission or, more precisely, the hazard potential, la-
sers are classified and control measures are specified
by safety standards such as the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) Z136.1-2007 American
National Standard for Safe Use of Lasers, guidelines
of the International Commission on Nonionizing
Radiation Protection (ICNIRP), and the Interna-
tional Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard
IEC60825-1:2007. In order to evaluate the hazard
potential of a laser-based display system, one has
to determine the maximum possible exposure under
a worst-case scenario [56]. If the evaluated exposures
are below the maximum permissible exposure (MPE)
for laser radiation laid out by the above-mentioned
standards, the display may be considered eye safe.
The MPE may be considered as exposure levels to
which one can be exposed without suffering adverse
eye or skin injuries. The ICNIRP uses the term ex-
posure limit (EL), ANSI and IEC use MPE, and
the American Conference of Governmental Indus-
trial Hygienists (ACGIH) uses threshold limit value;
all have the same limiting values [56].

A. Exposure Limits

Lasers are classified into seven different classes,
namely, Class 1, 1M, 2, 2M, 3R, 3B, and 4 in IEC

60825-1, of which Class 1 and 1M are considered safe
for long-term intentional viewing. Other classes have
an associated safe exposure duration; for example,
Class 2 is eye safe for accidental viewing up to 0:25 s.
This classification is based on a quantity called the
accessible emission limit (AEL), which is the product
of the MPE for a specified duration of exposure and
the area of the collecting aperture. This aperture
area is normally taken as ∼0:39 cm2, corresponding
to the dark-adapted, maximal, dilated eye pupil dia-
meter of 7mm. If the estimated accessible emission is
within the specified limits for a particular class of la-
ser, then the laser system or display device belongs to
that class. When calculating MPEs, one has to make
a distinction between pulsed and CW lasers. For
pulsed lasers, the peak power (energy per pulse dura-
tion) can be very high, while the average power (en-
ergy/second) is low. From 100 fs to 18 μs, three
different MPE values are specified based on the ex-
posure duration [56]. If the exposure is above 18 μs
but less than 10 s, the MPE is a function of exposure
time (t) and is given by 18CEt0:75 J=m2. For continu-
ous viewing (t ¼ T2 s to 30; 000 s), the MPE is given
by 18CET2

−0:25 W=m2 (Table 4 of Ref. [56]). CE is a
correction factor, which is unity for sources which
subtend an angle of less than 1:5mrad at the eyes
of the viewer at a distance of 100mm.

In some cases, the beam directly scans the eyes of
the viewer; examples are laser shows and the inad-
vertent view of the direct output from a laser projec-
tor. The eye pupillary, blink, and aversion responses
limit the unintentional exposure to 0:25 s in these cir-
cumstances. For such a scenario, the exposure is re-
petitive or there may be multiple pulses within one
exposure duration. Here three rules apply [56]:

• The exposure from any single pulse in a series
of pulses should not exceed the MPE for a single
pulse of that duration.

• The exposure from any group of pulses deliv-
ered in time T should not exceed the MPE for time T.

• The exposure from any single pulse in a series
of pulses should not exceed the MPE for a single
pulse multiplied by N−0:25, where N is the number
of pulses.

It was proposed that if the scan rate is increased
sufficiently high such that the pulse duration is less
than 18 μs, the hazard factor will reduce as the MPE
starts to change inversely with the exposure time
[57]. For a scanned CW laser beam (400–700nm),
the MPE expression may be written as

MPEsingle pulse ¼ N−0:25 × 18 × t−0:25 W=m2; ð2Þ

whereN is the number of pulses, each having a dura-
tion of t seconds. It has to be noted that irradiance for
hazard evaluation purposes are estimated assuming
the laser power is distributed over a circular aper-
ture of diameter 7mm, even if the beam diameter
is less than 7mm. Inadvertent viewing of the direct

Fig. 8. Transmission spectrum of the eye from the cornea to the
retina (solid curve) and absorption of the retinal pigment epithe-
lium as a function of wavelength (dotted curve). From Ref. [61],
with kind permission of Springer Science+Business Media.
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output from a laser projector can damage the eyes of
the viewer. Instead of turning off the lasers and
annoying the entire audience, control circuits for se-
lectively turning off the obstructed region of the pro-
jected image can be implemented [58]. For handheld
scanned beam laser projectors that are emerging, the
worst-case scenario can be any one of the following
depending on the configuration: (i) the eye is at
100mm and relaxed (focused at infinity) and (ii) the
eye is focused at the exit lens or the scan mirror from
a distance of 100mm. If the scan speed is sufficiently
high so that the scan duration is less than the ther-
mal confinement time of 18 μs, the image on the re-
tina can be considered as a line that allows an
increase in the AEL due to the increased angular
subtense (α) and condition (ii) becomes the worst case
[59]. Typical 10 lm projectors are identified as Class 1
or Class 2 based on their configuration. A recent
study showed that the output frommany lamp-based
commercial projectors are capable of producing eye
hazards equivalent to that of Class 2 laser products
[60].

B. Safety Filters

The aversion response of the eye is usually taken into
account when evaluating eye safety factors. It is
always recommended to wear safety filters with suf-
ficient optical density (OD) while working with high-
power lasers. The following equation can be used for
the estimation of the OD required for a specific
wavelength [52]:

ODðλÞ ¼ log10
H0

MPE
; ð3Þ

where H0 is the expected worst-case exposure, with
units identical to that of the MPE. For example, for
a 6W (CW) 640nm laser, assuming a worst-case
condition of intrabeam viewing, H0 ¼ 6ðπ0:00352Þ ¼
155; 986W=m2. As the MPE is 10W=m2 at this wave-
length, this laser requires a filter with an OD of 4.2.
For more comprehensive discussions on laser safety,
Refs. [61,59] may be referred to.

5. Speckle in Laser Displays

When an object is illuminated with a coherent light
source, such as a laser, the scattered light has com-
ponents with different delays, which are caused by
the roughness of the illuminated surface. As the scat-
tered light propagates further, these coherent but de-
phased components interfere and produce a granular
intensity pattern called speckle on the screen [17].
Speckle formation in free space and in imaging sys-
tems is shown schematically in Fig. 9. The shape and
the linear dimensions of the speckle pattern are gov-
erned by the roughness and the curvature of the ob-
ject surface [62]. The observed speckle pattern has a
dependence on the spatial location of the eyes of the
viewer as well as the resolution of the visual system.

The pattern consists of bright spots created by
constructive interference, dark spots created by de-

structive interference, and areas with intermediate
brightness levels. Although speckle formation can
be beneficial in the precise measurement of displace-
ments or image reconstruction [63], it is an undesired
effect in laser-based display systems, as it destroys
the information content and reduces the resolution
[64]. It is estimated that the human visual system
can detect speckles with a contrast value down to
4% [65].

An example of the effect of speckle on images pro-
duced by laser projection displays and the effect of a
commercial speckle reduction module are shown in
Fig. 10. Speckle is easily observed while viewing
laser-illuminated objects, and it can be observed even
with femtosecond lasers but with lower speckle
contrasts [66]. Speckle and its characteristics are
widely studied in the literature owing to the interest-
ing characteristics of speckle [67,68]. If a laser-
illuminated object moves, a corresponding change
in the local speckle contrast is observed, which can
provide information about the movement of the ob-
ject. Speckle contrast variations can be utilized in op-
tical displacement sensors [69,70] and blood flow
measurements [71]. In order to reduce speckle, many
different methods have been suggested [72].

A. Techniques for Speckle Reduction

Speckle is quantified in terms of speckle contrast,
which is defined as the ratio of the standard
deviation of the intensity fluctuation to the mean in-
tensity. It was shown that addition ofM uncorrelated
and noninterfering speckle patterns on an irradiance
basis reduces the speckle contrast by 1=

ffiffiffiffiffi
M

p
[17]. In

order to generate uncorrelated speckle patterns in

Fig. 9. (Color online) Speckle formation in (a) free space and (b)
an imaging system.

Fig. 10. (Color online) Effect of speckle reduction. Images pro-
duced by a monochrome DLP engine without (left) and with (right)
Dyoptyka speckle reduction technology. Image courtesy Dyoptyka.
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the spatial dimension, incident angle, wavelength, or
polarization of the light source can be altered.
Uncorrelated patterns in the temporal dimension
can be created by placing and moving a scattering
surface into the light path. The moving scattering
surface creates a time-varying speckle pattern, and
if the movement is fast enough, the speckle will be
averaged out by the human eye.

Angular diversity for speckle reduction can be
achieved with MEMS scanning devices working at
2–10kHz that generate different illumination an-
gles. Each angle of illumination provides a particular
speckle image, and the contrast can be reduced to
half of its initial value by averaging different speckle
images within the exposure time of the sensor (e.g.,
within 1=60 s for the human eye) [73].

Using a broadband source reduces the temporal co-
herence and, therefore, can effectively reduce speckle
without causing optical loss or design complexity.
However, driving multiple laser diodes individually
with different wavelengths is a very complex and
costly task and is not useful for a laser-based televi-
sion or projector system. In order to overcome this
problem, a new laser diode array structure that ex-
hibits self-induced spectrum widening has been sug-
gested [74]. In this method, spectrum widening is
achieved by controlling the thermal cross talk be-
tween adjacent emitters in a laser diode array. A la-
ser projection display with a low speckle contrast of
2% is built by using the controlled laser diode array
and a diffusion film. The diffusion film is located
within the screen layers and makes oscillating move-
ment with the help of a stepper motor. Figure 11
shows moving screen set ups for the front and back
projection displays [74].

If the observer is close to the screen in a projection
system, the perceived diameter of the speckle is ty-
pically small, and speckle can be reduced by reducing
the temporal or the spatial coherence of the laser. In
the far field, on the other hand, the average size of
the speckles appears larger to the observers eyes;
therefore, small phase changes are not sufficient to
eliminate the speckle in the far field [65]. In order

to remove speckle in the far field, boiling speckle pat-
terns can be produced by using a diffractive optical
element (DOE). A DOE is used to modulate the spa-
tial phase and the amplitude of the unfocused scan-
ning laser beam across its diameter. As can be seen in
Fig. 12, as the unfocused laser beam passes through
the DOE, it is split into a number of independent
beamlets with a smaller diameter, which are par-
tially focused on the screen with random phase
distributions.

In the proposed system, beamlets illuminate dif-
ferent areas within one pixel on the screen and create
multiple overlapping speckle patterns in the eyes of
the observer. Then the speckle patterns are moved by
rotating the DOE or by scanning the beamlets over
the screen. The beamlets illuminate small moving
areas on the screen as they move, and because of
the roughness of the surface, a boiling speckle pat-
tern is formed by the movement of these areas on
the screen. The speckle is reduced as the boiling
speckle pattern is averaged by the eye of the viewer.

Instead of moving a diffuser or the screen, a time-
varying speckle pattern can be created using colloi-
dal dispersion filled projection screens [75]. When
the laser beam enters the screen, it scatters from
the scattering globules inside the colloidal disper-
sion. A time-varying speckle pattern is formed by
the scattered light, and this temporal averaging low-
ered the speckle contrast to 3%. The problem of blur-
ring caused by the screen is reduced to acceptable
levels by using highly scattering colloidal dispersion
with highly forward-peaked scattering. This screen
can be used with both single-emitter and multiemit-
ter lasers and can bring additional reductions to the
speckle contrast if it is combined with other methods.

Another method for creating a time-varying
speckle pattern is using a dynamic polymer-based
diffraction grating [76]. In this approach, diffracted
light coming from the grating is used as the illumi-
nation source after collection and homogenization.
A time-varying speckle pattern is created by the
time-varying phase of the diffraction grating and

Fig. 11. (Color online) Moving screen in (a) rear projection and (b) front projection displays, from Ref. [74].
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subsequently averaged by a CCD camera with
appropriate integration time.

Diffraction gratings can also be used as exit pupil
expanders in scanning laser display systems. The
DOE is placed at an intermediate image plane and
expands the beam divergence angle by creating a
large array of replicated exit pupils. In order to
achieve good uniformity at the exit pupil, the DOE
repeated cell size and the laser spot size should be
comparable. If the laser spot is smaller than one
DOE cell size, then a position-dependent random
speckle pattern is observed. The design and the dif-
fraction-order uniformity of binary diffraction grat-
ings used for exit pupil expansion are discussed in
the literature [77].

Although the stated speckle reduction techniques
reduce the speckle contrast in considerable amounts,
they do not completely remove the speckle noise and
hot spot speckles remain [78]. The remaining hot
spot speckles can be removed by implementing both
a rotating diffuser and a running screen. This meth-
od was first applied in a monochrome laser projection
system, which resulted in a speckle contrast of only
1.6%. The technique was successfully implemented
in a commercial laser projection display (Fig. 13),
where the image was formed by a digital light proces-
sing (DLP) system using a high-power RGB laser
source and a 70 in: screen with a piezoelectric motor.

All the methods discussed so far reduce the speckle
contrast by destroying the coherence with moving
parts but also reduce the brightness by inserting ad-
ditional components. Alternatively, speckle contrast
values down to 3.5% can be achieved by using a non-
modal, spatially incoherent beam coming from a
broad-area VCSEL source [79]. The source is driven
with specific current values and illuminates a polar-
ization scrambling screen. Visible lasers, which have
low spatial coherence in the far field when working in

the nonmodal regime, are required to implement this
approach in laser projection applications.

Instead of using general speckle reduction techni-
ques separately, it is better to find ways of combining
them together and get even lower speckle contrasts.
An example of this approach is the laser projector
reported by Trisnadi et al., in which speckle was re-
duced by creating angle, polarization, and wave-
length diversities [80]. Angle diversity is achieved
using a time-varying Hadamard diffuser that is
placed in an intermediate image plane. When the
light passes through the diffuser, the amplitude im-
age is superimposed with the pure phase pattern of
the diffuser. Because the intensity of the image does
not change with phase modulation, the detected im-
age on the detector is not affected. The diffuser di-
vides each detector resolution spot into N smaller
phase cells and assigns a phase to each cell, as shown
in Fig. 14. Speckle is reduced as the spatial coherence
among the phase cells in the resolution spot is
destroyed.

In order to have polarization diversity, a polarizing
beam splitter and a few centimeters of optical delay
are used and orthogonal polarization states are cre-
ated. The speckle patterns from two beams with
different wavelengths become uncorrelated if the
average relative phase shift created by the surface
is ≈2π or more. A screen with near unity gain and
a high degree of depolarization is used to create
the required relative phase shift. When all these ad-
justments are applied to a grating light valve (GLV)
laser projection system, shown in Fig. 15, the speckle
is reduced from 70% contrast to 8% contrast for a
single wavelength (532nm).

It can be seen that speckle reduction is best
achieved by combining different methods together.
One important parameter that needs careful atten-
tion is the type of display system. Speckle reduction
techniques with DOEs, diffusion films, or screens are
useful for area illuminated displays, whereas techni-
ques using sources with reduced coherence length
can be used both with area illuminated and flying
spot displays. Usage of diffusing materials also
causes degradation in the system light efficiency,
which is a very important parameter due to power
constraints. For example, in the GLV-based display
explained above, optical efficiency drops by 15%
due to the moving diffuser in the optical train.

Fig. 12. Formation of independent beamlets with DOE, from
Ref. [65].

Fig. 13. (Color online) RGB laser rear-projection system design,
from Ref. [78].
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Developments of diffusers with low loss will improve
the light efficiency of most of the speckle methods
discussed so far.

It has been shown that the perceived speckle from
backscattered laser light is highly dependent on the
characteristics of the projection screen. Riechert
et al. studied the effect of a quantity termed volume
roughness, analogs to the surface roughness, on the
depolarization and the path length distributions of
the scattered light for various screens and arrived
at the conclusion that the speckle contrast can be de-
scribed by the following equation for a backscattering
geometry with a volume scattering screen [81]:
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In Eq. (4), δλ is the 1=e width of the wavelength spec-
trum of the source, �λ is its mean emission
wavelength, n is the refractive index of the volume
scatterer, and σν is its volume roughness.

Antispeckle solutions are available commercially.
Dyoptyka antispeckle technologies reduce speckle
by reducing coherence in the spatial or temporal do-
mains, or both. Dynamic optical components, such as
deformable mirrors, are modulated at up to 500kHz
in such a way as to achieve randomized surface
shapes. When used with a stationary diffuser, this re-
duces average spatial coherence. When used with a
multimode optical fiber, this reduces average tem-
poral coherence because of the phase delay intro-
duced between higher and lower order modes. In
both cases, a very large number of uncorrelated
speckle patterns can be created over the observation
period.

6. Optics for Laser Displays

Laser-based displays require special optical compo-
nents to shape, homogenize, combine, or separate
laser beams. The preferred optical components and
the coatings on them show variety according to the
type, power, and the wavelengths of the lasers used.
Although there are overlapping techniques, laser
beam shaping can be divided into two categories.

A. Laser Beam Shaping of Single-Emitter Lasers

Beam shaping of single-emitter lasers can be done
with reflective and diffractive elements, and the
method used mainly depends on the shape and the
power of the input beam [82–84].

A simple laser beam shaping technique for single-
emitter lasers that uses refractive elements is shown
in Fig. 16. It consists of two plano–aspheric lenses in
the standard Galilean beam expander configuration.
The first lens directs the incident rays so that they
are uniformly distributed on the second lens. The sec-
ond lens collimates the incident beam, the exiting
beam propagates almost perfectly collimated, and
the optical path length (OPL) is preserved. This con-
figuration allows creation of large collimated beams
but requires radially symmetric input beams and
works for a certain wavelength. If the wavelengths
of the input beam changes, the setup needs adjust-
ment by changing the distance between the two
lenses [85]. On the other hand, it is possible to achro-
matize the two-lens system by using conventional
spherical components made of standard glass. In-
serting doublets or triplets as external compensators
at the exit pupil of the design is a method for color
correction [86].

The surface profiles of the above lenses are calcu-
lated by ray tracing by considering conservation of

Fig. 15. GLV laser projection systemwith speckle reduction, from
Ref. [80].

Fig. 16. Beam expander configuration with two plano–aspheric
lenses.

Fig. 14. Division of detector resolution spot into smaller phase cells, from Ref. [80].
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energy and OPL conditions. Similar methods are
used for transforming an elliptical beam into a
Fermi–Dirac output profile by using a two-mirror
system [87] and to design gradient-index laser beam
shapers [88].

Astigmatism of the beam from an edge-emitting
diode laser can be corrected with suitably placed cy-
lindrical lenses with different optical powers [89].
For high-power single-emitter lasers, lens-based
shapers may not be suitable, as their performance
deteriorates over time [90]. In order to shape a high-
power laser beam into a uniform rectangular profile,
two external binary phase reflective DOEs can be
used. DOEs have a wide variety of applications in
display systems, and their properties and different
application areas are studied in the literature [91].
Refractive-type DOEs can be used for Gaussian to
flat-top conversion of low-power lasers [92], and re-
flective-type DOEs help handle higher optical powers
without experiencing the deterioration problem. If a
uniform intensity profile is required at a target
plane, a phase element combined with a Fourier
transform lens can be used [93]. This configuration
requires a Gaussian beam with a uniform phase pro-
file to achieve the required intensity distribution at
the target plane.

The methods discussed above use passive optical
elements to shape laser beams, which make them
sensitive to the input. Another way of shaping a laser
beam is using active optical elements such as deform-
able mirrors, which adjust the spatial phase of the
beam before propagating to the target. Improve-
ments in MEMS technology allows fabricating small,
fast, high-precision and high-resolution MEMS de-
formable mirrors using customized surface microma-
chining [94]. Active elements allow the creation of
uniform intensity profiles with different geometries
and compensate for nonideal input beams but in-
crease the cost of the system [95,96].

B. Laser Beam Shaping of Multiemitter Lasers

Laser diode arrays are effective sources because of
their high power supporting capabilities and lower
speckle properties. Delivery of the beam from the ar-
ray without losing brightness and beam quality is an
important task [97]. Different methods for combining
the output of laser diode arrays in the spectral and
phase domains have been studied in the literature
[98–100]. Most of the time, individual emitters in
the array have different divergence angles in differ-
ent axes. A classical method for beam shaping is com-
bining different emitter outputs using a fiber bundle
and focusing them into a single fiber. In order to get
maximum efficiency, bundle dimensions should be as
small as possible, which places restrictions on mini-
mum jacketing and cladding thickness [101]. Design
and fabrication of optical fiber couplers for diode ar-
rays have been studied in the literature [102–105],
and high-power diode lasers with fiber coupling
are commercially available with optical powers up
to 200W [106]. However, if there is a mismatch be-

tween themodes of the array emitters and the optical
fiber, this approach is not efficient and results in re-
duced brightness. A prism-based solution for this
problem is shown in Fig. 17. In this approach, prism
groups divide the beam coming from different emit-
ters along the slow axis and rearrange them along
the fast axis [102].

Uniform intensity profiles over an area or along a
line from laser diode arrays can be produced using
microlens arrays combined with field lenses [107].
The divergence of the emitted rays can be controlled
by microlens arrays [108], and the output can be
homogenized by combining and mixing the rays from
different emitters. Coupling the light efficiently into
the microlenses, alignment errors between the emit-
ters and the microlens arrays and fabrication of mi-
crolens arrays with precise surface profiles are some
of the challenges to be addressed in this approach
[109,110], but systems with microlens arrays [111–
114] and chirped microlens arrays [115] have been
successfully demonstrated.

The most common microlens array configuration
for creating uniform illumination is known as the
fly’s eye configuration, a schematic of which is shown
in Fig. 18. It consists of two identical microlens ar-
rays and a field lens. This system will have reduced
interference effects if used after a telescope config-
uration with a rotating random diffuser in between,
as shown in Fig. 19 [116,117].

The first array of the above configuration is called
the field lens array, and the second array is called the
pupil lens array, as it forms the pupil of the system.
The combination of two microlens arrays is called a
uniformizer or a tandem lens array. The second mi-
crolens array is located at the focal plane of the first
microlens array, and the level of homogenization is
inversely proportional to the pitch of the arrays. A
configuration with two identical microlens arrays se-
parated by a focal length can also be used for exit-
pupil expansion in display systems and fabrication
technologies [118,119]. Alignment methods for those
arrays are also given in the literature [120].

An improved design that uses a multiemitter laser
and a fly’s eye configuration to create a uniform laser
line at a plane is shown in Fig. 20 [111,121].
Although designed for a laser printer, this method
can be applied to display systems requiring a line

Fig. 17. Side view of the beam-shaping prism groups, from Ref.
[102].
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illumination, such as the GLV-based system. In this
configuration, beams coming from individual emit-
ters are collimated with the first lenslet array and
made to travel through different field lenses and a
tandem lens array. The system uses cylindrical mi-
crolens arrays to homogenize the laser light only
along the line axis and keeps its Gaussian profile
along the other axis. As the line is scanned, the in-
tensity along the unhomogenized axis gets averaged.
This uniformizer was adapted for a one-dimensional
(1D) scanning-based 3D display, which uses array la-
sers as light sources [121,122]. For full color, an X
cube or dichroic mirrors can be used for combining
the beams from red, green, and blue lasers [123].

Because of the periodic structure of the microlens
arrays, the intensity distribution of the light passing
through tandem arrays is divided among the micro-
lenses, which create sharp intensity peaks with
equal distances. The performance of tandem arrays
can be improved by using asymmetrical or nonperio-
dic microlens arrays instead of regular arrays. Asym-
metrical microlenses allow correction of aberration

in off-axis light propagation and eliminate the need
for collinear beam alignment by using geometrical
adjustment. It is also possible to create homogeneous
intensity distributions with desired shapes on a tar-
get plane by specifically designing an asymmetric
lens array [124].

In chirped microlens arrays, improved homogene-
ity can be achieved by using nonperiodic arrays with
individually shaped lenses, leading to densely lo-
cated irregular intensity peaks on the target plane
[115]. Line generators that can create a uniform line
with a thickness of less than 100 μm, from a 1000W
laser diode array have been produced using this
approach [125]. Chirped microlens arrays can be
fabricated from plane surfaces with a wedge config-
uration, which enables the use of the reflow of
photoresist method. On the other hand, wedge con-
figuration increases the difficulty of the alignment
and deflections from the angular surface can cause
shifts in the intensity distribution. The output inten-
sity profiles achieved by regular tandem array and
chirped tandem array are shown in Fig. 21.

7. Laser Display Systems

Reports of successful implementation of laser-based
displays started appearing in the literature in the
late 1960s following the first demonstration of the
ruby laser in 1960 [1,126,127]. These demonstrations
were inspired from the cathode ray tube (CRT),
which uses an electron beam to write the image on
the screen. After 50 years, advancements in technol-
ogy provided us with a variety of means by which a
laser-based display can be realized each with its own
advantages and disadvantages. These systems can

Fig. 18. (Color online) Fly’s eye configuration for beam
homogenization.

Fig. 19. (Color online) Fly’s eye configuration with a diffuser.

Fig. 20. (Color online) Improved fly’s eye configuration for
uniform laser line creation from an array of diode lasers.

Fig. 21. (Color online) Comparison of intensity patterns of
regular and chirped tandem arrays, Ref. [115].
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be broadly classified based on the architecture being
employed as (i) scanned linear architecture type,
which uses a 1D array of pixels [GLV and grating
electromechanical system (GEMS)], (ii) scanned
beam type [modulation is internal with diode current
or external using an electro-optic or acousto-optic
modulator (EOM or AOM)], and (iii) two-dimensional
(2D) flat panel type [modulation with liquid-crystal
display (LCD), digital micromirror device (DMD),
or liquid-crystal-on-silicon (LCoS)]. Even though
laser-based displays do not have persistence of the
pixel similar to the phosphor persistence in CRTs,
psychophysical experiments showed that the flicker
sensitivity is nearly equal [128]. Thus laser-based
displays can replace many other current technologies
without adversely affecting user experience. In the
following section, successfully demonstrated laser-
based display systems are described.

A. Displays with Single-Axis Scanning

Displays following this approach use a 1D array of
modulators to form a single column of image, which
is then scanned in a direction orthogonal to the
length of the line image to form the complete 2D im-
age. This architecture uses microelectromechanical
linear array modulators called the GLV by Silicon
LightMachines, Incorporated [129], GEMS by Kodak
[130] or spatial optical modulator (SOM) by Samsung
Electro-Mechanics [131].

All these devices are MEMS, which are fabricated
on silicon. The first of these kinds of devices was re-
ported by Solgaard et al. in 1992 [132]. GLV and
GEMS use electrostatic force to create a grating
structure by deflecting tiny reflective ribbons, while
SOM utilizes the piezoelectric effect for the same
purpose. By controlling the voltage applied to these
tiny ribbons, their mechanical shift, and thereby the
diffraction of light from the overall grating structure,
can be controlled. Figure 22 shows the scanning elec-
tron micrograph (SEM) of an actual device from Si-
licon Light Machines. The moving ribbons of the GLV
have no physical contact between each other, and the
deflection of the ribbons is only a few hundred nan-
ometers (∼λ=4), thereby eliminating mechanical fati-
gue, wear, and stiction failure modes, which reduce
lifetime in MEMS devices.

The ribbons in a GLV device specularly reflect light
when they are not actuated. Once actuated, every
other ribbon is pulled downward, forming a surface
relief grating that diffracts light. As the spacing be-
tween the ribbons can be controlled to a very high
accuracy using lithographic techniques, the diffrac-
tion angle can also be controlled. As illustrated in
Fig. 23, the GLV is illuminated with a laser beam
that has been formed into a thin line of dimensions
comparable to the dimensions of the device. Full-
color projection is achieved by using individual
GLV devices for red, green, and blue channels or with
a single GLV employing color sequential illumina-
tion. The full-color output is Fourier transformed,
and a spatial filter (Schlieren stop) is used at the

Fourier transform plane to filter out either the first
orders or the zeroth order. After the order filtering
and an inverse Fourier transformation, a scan mirror
is used to make a 2D image by horizontally scanning
the 1D image. A projection lens system is used for the
final projection of the image onto the screen [133].
Figure 23 shows the configuration of a laser projector
with GLV devices.

The GLV devices are not polarization sensitive,
thereby enabling the use of polarizationmultiplexing
to reduce the speckle contrast to levels below 10%.
The contrast achievable with these devices varies
from 2000:1 to more than 30; 000:1; it was shown that
with more device structure, optimizations contrast
and lifetime can be increased further [134]. The rib-
bons in the GLV devices are made of silicon nitride

Fig. 22. SEM photograph of GLV ribbons. Photo courtesy of
Silicon Light Machines.

Fig. 23. Schematic of an RGB laser projector with GLV devices.
From Ref. [134], Copyright 2007 Society for Information Display.
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with a layer of aluminum, and they are capable of
handling optical powers of up to 10kW=cm2 [135].

Following the success of flat diffraction grating
structures, devices with blazed diffraction grating
were introduced by Sony [134,136]. These devices
are more efficient, owing to the fact that the light
is being directed to a single diffraction order, and
it produced a contrast ratio that is twice that of the
device with a flat grating structure [129]. The Laser
Dream Theater at the 2005 World Exposition in
Aichi, Japan, employed a 1:09 in: long blazed GLV
with 1080 pixels. It used an ultrawide screen, mea-
suring 50m in length and 10m in height. The image
was produced using 12 GLV projectors giving a
brightness of 60; 000 lm [134]. Later developments
in the technology led to projectors with 1920 pixel
horizontal resolution at a frame rate of 240Hz [137].
Based on GLV technology, the Evans & Sutherland
Computer Corporation introduced two commercial
projectors. Their ESLP8K-5 model has a resolution
of 8192 × 4096 pixels and 5000 ANSI lumens of
brightness with a contrast ratio of 15; 000:1.

The SOM and GEMS are also diffractive optical
modulators. In the SOM, piezoelectric actuation is
used to form the grating profile, while in GEMS, the
ribbons are electrostatically made to conform to the
substrate features thereby revealing the hidden grat-
ing profile [131,138]. All these systems use a similar
optical configuration for image formation and projec-
tion [131,133,138]. The contrast achievable with
these types of 1D modulators is limited by the ampli-
tude mismatch in the light reflected from the passive
and active parts of the grating, and careful optimiza-
tion is required for best performance [131,139,140].
Diffractive modulator technology with a 2D phase
grating type light modulator was also reported [141].

Another laser-based display with a similar scan-
ning method is the proposed HELIUM 3D display,
which uses single-axis scanning of modulated laser
light for forming 3D images by working in conjunc-
tion with head trackers. Reflective LCoS microdis-
plays are used for light modulation in this direct
view display [121,122].

The HELIUM 3D display is autostereoscopic, as it
sends left and right images of a 3D image to the cor-
responding eyes of the viewer by forming exit pupils
at the location of the eyes of the viewer in a dynamic
fashion with the help of head trackers. As shown in
the schematic in Fig. 24, the display requires a RGB
laser light engine to produce laser line illumination
at the modulator plane and a 1D scanner to produce
a 2D image. After this image forming section, there is
a dynamic spatial light modulator and a special front
screen assembly to direct images to the viewing
zones with the help of head trackers [122].

B. Displays with Two-Axis Scanning

Most of the earlier laser-based display systems be-
long to this category [1,126,127]. These types of dis-
plays use a slowly converging laser beam, which is
modulated by the video signal, to write the images

by scanning the beam on the screen using a pair of
scanner mirrors. These types of raster scanned dis-
plays have the advantage of not requiring a projec-
tion lens assembly for image formation. Thus these
systems can be very compact and less expensive,
making them suitable for the mobile market. Image
formation is very similar to that of the electron gun
in a CRT. Vertical and horizontal movement of the
laser beam is achieved by a two-mirror system in
which a very fast polygon mirror scans the horizontal
axis while the other mirror slowly scans the vertical
axis. The polygon mirror scanner systems were
extensively discussed in the literature [142–144].
Developments in MEMS technology has led to the
evolution of compact and silent two-axis MEMS scan-
ners that can replace both mirrors mentioned earlier
[145]. The raster scanned projection scheme does not
require projection lenses, as these systems directly
write the image on the screen and the image is al-
ways in focus, regardless of the distance of the pro-
jection screen or the shape of the projection surface
[146]. The schematic of a flying spot laser projector is
shown in Fig. 25.

Diode lasers are more suitable for this type of dis-
play, as they are directly modulatable by modulating
the diode current according to the video signal. Most
compact laser projectors use this approach, but other
modulator technologies such as AOMs or EOMs can
also be used [147,148]. Earlier works in laser-based
displays were mainly based on acousto-optic modula-
tion [1,149–151], using acousto-optic devices for both
beammodulation and scanning was also discussed in
the literature [147]. The laser projection displays re-
ported by Hwang et al. used an AOM for beam mod-
ulation and a pair of mirrors for scanning. 4W white
light obtained from a krypton–argon laser was used
to produce a display with dimensions of 4m× 3m
[2,152]. With the introduction of miniature MEMS
scanner mirrors, this type of projectors became more
compact. The laser television reported by Lee et al.
used a single-axis MEMS scanner and a polygon mir-
ror for image formation by scanning the screen with a
laser beam modulated by AOMs [153]. Further
miniaturization of scanner technology led to the

Fig. 24. HELIUM 3D display schematic. Courtesy of HELIUM
3D consortium, which the authors are part of.
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introduction of a new class of projectors called pico
projectors; these use directly modulatable diode la-
sers and two-axis MEMS scanners, which allow a
large reduction in size. Figure 26 shows such a
two-axis MEMS device developed by Microvision.

Microvision has demonstrated pico projectors with
2D MEMS scanners and are now preparing for the
commercial launch of pico projectors [154]. These
pico projectors use diode lasers operating at 442,
532 , and 635nm as sources. The diode current is
modulated based on the video signal and sent to a
MEMS scanner after combining the beams.

C. Displays with Direct Two-Dimensional Modulation

Direct modulation of the laser light with 2D modula-
tors such as the DMD from Texas Instruments or
LCDs has the advantage of requiring lower beam
quality from the laser. As the étendue of these mod-
ulators is high, the beam can be many times diffrac-
tion limited with no adverse effects on efficiency [3].
Zheng et al. demonstrated a projector based on this

type of architecture. They used DMD devices for
modulating the light [155]. The optical configuration
of the projection system can be seen in Fig. 27.

For these types of backlit displays, the required la-
ser beam quality (étendue) depends on the aperture
size of the modulator and its angular acceptance [3].
As the étendue of the modulator is higher than the
laser beam in most cases, inefficiencies do not arise.
There are laser projectors based on reflective and
transmissive liquid-crystal (LC) technologies. Mitsu-
bishi introduced LaserVue, a laser-based television
in 2008 [156]. This class 1 laser display uses DMD
units for light modulation.

The projector reported by Xu et al. used transmis-
sive LC microdisplays for modulating the laser light.
This projector, which could produce an image with a
resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels on a 60 in: screen,
used more than 4W of white light obtained by red
(671nm), green (532nm), and blue (473nm) lasers.
Each primary color was modulated separately using
individual LC microdisplays [157]. This projector
made use of many nonlinear optical conversion pro-
cessing stages for producing the required primaries.
The projector introduced by the company Explay
uses reflective LCoS microdisplays. The microprojec-
tor from Alcatel-Lucent uses a single reflective LCoS
unit, with color sequential illumination by employing
a modulation frequency of 180Hz, divided among the
three primaries, which results in a 60Hz full-color
image. This projector uses 635nm, 532nm, and
450nm lasers to produce a 10 lm output with only
1:5W of electrical power consumption [158].

D. Holographic Laser Projector

The laser projection display by LBO is based on 2D
diffraction from diffraction patterns displayed on a
microdisplay. The diffraction patterns corresponding
to each frame in the video are computed using a pro-
prietary algorithm [159]. The image is converted to a
phase only hologram huv ¼ exp jφuv and sent to a fer-
roelectric LC-based microdisplay. The advantage of
dropping the amplitude components from the inverse

Fig. 26. (Color online) 2D MEMS Scanner from Microvision,
Incorporated, Ref. [154].

Fig. 27. Schematic of a DMD-based laser projector. Taken from
Ref. [155].

Fig. 25. (Color online) Schematic of a flying spot laser projector.
Image courtesy of Microvision, Incorporated.
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Fourier transform of the desired image is that the ef-
ficiency is not reduced due to amplitude modulation.
As a result, there is no intensity loss due to the mod-
ulation optics, and by the process of diffraction the
light is directed to brighter areas of the image in-
stead of getting blocked, as in conventional 2D mod-
ulator-based displays. As the modulator requires
gray scale representation, the projected image bears
quantization noise, to minimize this, N number of
statistically independent subimages are sent to the
microdisplay within the 40ms response time frame
of the eye. This method has the added advantage
that, due to the creation of N independent subpat-
terns, there are N independent speckle patterns
leading to a reduction in speckle contrast by 1=

ffiffiffiffiffi
N

p
.

One of the notable advantages is that the wavefront
aberrations introduced by the projection optics can
be corrected while calculating the diffraction pat-
terns. This means that one can easily assemble a
projection system with low-cost optics and then com-
pensate for any wavefront imperfections caused by
the optics by incorporating correction factors while
calculating the diffraction pattern [160].

The displays from LBO are called holographic
because they employ light diffraction in the display
but these are not truly holographic and form only a
2D image. Holographic video displays, which can in-
deed display 3D images, have also been under active
development over the last two decades but are
currently limited by the capabilities of the available
modulation and computation technologies [161]. The
Mark I, II, and III series of displays from the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology are examples of this
type of display [162].

E. Other Laser-Based Displays

Other display types that successfully exploited the
positive aspects of laser light are head-mounted dis-
plays. These systems were bulky and heavy, but with
the incorporation of new technologies they are find-
ing places inmedical, automotive, andmilitary appli-
cations [163,164]. These types of wearable displays
can be seen through, as well, providing real-world
images superimposed with information from exter-
nal sources. These types of displays have been suc-
cessfully demonstrated [163,165]. A stereoscopic
wearable display has been demonstrated by incor-
porating a deformable membrane mirror to provide
focus cues by Schowengerdt et al. [166]. It can be pre-
sumed that many 3D display technologies [167] will
also find laser sources beneficial soon.

8. Summary

Laser-based display technology is undergoing a revo-
lutionary phase change with the introduction of new
modulator technologies, MEMS scanners, and effi-
cient as well as low-cost laser sources. In the coming
years many of the current displays may be replaced
with laser backlit or laser flying spot type displays
and projectors. Factors that contributed to the recent
developments include new modulation technologies,

low-cost and compact diode laser sources, techniques
for speckle reduction, and the demand for mobile
devices with a large screen.

Direct writing laser projectors require lasers with
high beam quality. The OPSL technology might be
able to provide high-power beams with high beam
quality. Scalability of this technology might extend
its range to laser units with a small form factor
and high power in the near future. Different speckle
reduction methods are available in the literature,
with techniques ranging from vibrating screens to
multiple sources. Beam shaping is also an important
consideration as effective use of available optical
power requires carefully designed and optimized op-
tics that fulfill the requirement of the display archi-
tecture. Different micromechanical light modulator
and scanning technologies have been reported in
the literature, which eventually led to successful la-
ser-based displays. Developments in this field are
very promising, with size and complexity going down
and brightness and resolution going up.
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